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REAL-TIME GPS

Locate your vehicle
from anywhere

ALERTS

Receive alerts via text or
email for any activity

LANDMARKS

Set virtual perimeters; be
notified of exits and entries

BATTERY SAVER

 Near zero current draw with
up to 1 year battery life

EASY INSTALL

Simple two wire
installation

WEATHER PROOF

IP65

Dust and water resistant
protective case

ACGUARDIAN

Model:

GUARDIAN

Peace of mind for powersport owners. Real-time 

GPS tracking and location security monitoring 

designed for land and marine environments. 

Protect your weekend fun or the dependable 

workhorse that gets the job done.

Get specialized features and reporting attributes 

tailored for powersports. Set alerts to notify you if 

your boat, bike, or quad is moving or towed when 

it shouldn’t be. When stored and your powersport 

battery disconnected, the Guardian will go to 

sleep and last up to a year, only waking up to 

report if there’s motion.

POWERSPORT

TRACKING
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LOCATION SECURITY MONITORING

Take comfort in knowing that your power 
sport vehicle is being monitored 24/7. 
Set triggered alerts that you have 
authorized by text message or email 
notification.

Tow alert
Geofence breach alert
Location exit/entrance alert
After hours usage alert

REAL-TIME GPS TRACKING

View the real-time location and 
driving history of your power sport 
vehicle from your Smartphone or any 
connected device.

On demand location tracking
Landmark entrance/exit monitoring
Speed monitoring
After hours usage detection

ADVANCED AUTOTRACK 

REPORTING

Record the position and status of your 
power sport vehicle automatically as it 
moves on Google Maps with 
AutoTrack service plans.

Live tracking
Reports each stop position
Arrival and departure times
Historical replay tool

5:54AM

MOTION

ALERT

SERVICE PLANS

* Reporting frequency when the vehicle’s ignition is on and moving.

AIRTIME PLANS

UNITS COMPATIBLE WITH AIRTIME PLANS

AutoConnect Website Dashboard Access

On Demand Locates

24 Hour “Heartbeat” Position

Vehicle Tow Alerts w/ ignition monitoring

Location Entrance / Exit Alerts

Geofence Breach Alert

After Hours Usage Report

Battery Low Alert

Back-up Battery w/Disconnect Alerts

Low Voltage Deep Sleep

Wake-up Due to Motion

20 Min* 5 Min*Movement Updating

GUARDIAN

GPS GPS+
Auto
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